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Abstract
We propose a methodology to improve the performance of embedded processors running data-intensive applications by allowing embedded software to manage on-chip memory on an application-specific or task-specific basis.
We provide this management ability with a novel hardware mechanism, column caching.
Column caching provides software with the ability to dynamically partition the cache. Data can be placed within
a specified set of cache “columns” to avoid conflicts with other cached items. By mapping a column-sized region
of memory to its own column, column caching can also provide the same functionality as a dedicated scratchpad
memory including predictability for time-critical parts of a real-time application. Column caching enables the ability
to dynamically change the ratio between scratchpad size and cache size for each application, or each task within an
application. Thus, software has much finer software control of on-chip memory.
We present column caching and techniques to automatically layout program data structures in a column cache;
these techniques achieve significant improvements in performance because on-chip memory is utilized effectively.

1 Introduction
Due to their enormous market demand, the manufacturing of electronic systems is very cost-sensitive, and
many applications (e.g., cellular phones) have stringent requirements on power consumption for the sake of
portability. Manufacturers profit from integrating an entire system on a single integrated circuit (IC) [10]
[6]. As time-to-market requirements place greater burden on designers for fast design cycles, programmable
components are introduced in the system and an increasing amount of system functionality is implemented
in software relative to hardware. These programmable components, called embedded processors or embedded controllers, can be general-purpose microprocessors, off-the-shelf digital signal processors (DSPs),
in-house application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs), or microcontrollers. Systems containing
programmable processors that are employed for applications other than general-purpose computing are
called embedded systems. This paper investigates an architectural modification that can improve the efficiency and performance of embedded systems by enabling application-specific memory management via
software-controlled caches.
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Figure 1: A heterogeneous system-on-a-chip.
The advantages of incorporating software components are twofold. First, whenever a software solution
offers acceptable performance, it is preferred to hardware since it dramatically reduces the need for custom
hardware. Only the most time-critical tasks need to be implemented in hardware. Second, since embedded
processors are field-programmable, software design is more flexible than hardware design, and design errors,
late specification and design changes, and product evolution can be accommodated more easily [20] [19].
As a result of the advantages of software, modern integrated systems are often composed of a heterogeneous mixture of hardware and software components. For instance, Figure 1 presents one such heterogeneous system, consisting of a digital signal processor (DSP) core, a program ROM, on-chip RAM,
application-specific circuitry (ASIC), and other interface and peripheral circuitries. The on-chip RAM can
be implemented as a combination of cache, scratchpad SRAM, and more recently, as embedded DRAM. Instruction and data cache are fast, on-chip memories forming an interface between the processor and off-chip
memory, reducing the effective memory access time by exploiting data locality [11].

1.1 Caches and Scratchpad Memory
Caches can significantly speed up application performance by exploiting spatial and temporal locality in
memory access patterns, while being transparent to the programmer or compiler. Caches are automatically filled by hardware-implemented replacement algorithms; their performance is defined by how well the
replacement algorithm predicts future reference patterns.
Cache performance often degrades significantly when multiple data streams with very different locality
characteristics compete for the same cache resources. Cache performance is dependent on the dynamic
2

memory reference stream creating unpredictability. As the memory hierarchy deepens the variance in access
times increase as well.
For these reasons, caches are not prevalent in real-time embedded systems where predictability is paramount.
Rather, designers use scratchpad memory, i.e., software-controlled on-chip memory located in a separate address region, for predictable execution time. Although moving data between scratchpad memory and standard memory requires explicit copies, once data is in the scratchpad memory, performance is completely
predictable. Typically, the scratchpad memory is used to store critical data. Effectively utilizing scratchpad
memory, however, adds software complexity. A data structure that does not fit in the scratchpad, e.g., a large
matrix, either cannot be assigned to the scratchpad or must be subdivided and swapped in and out of the
scratchpad, complicating the application code. Caches and scratchpad memory each have their advantages
and disadvantages.
Having both a cache and a scratchpad memory in an embedded processor provides both predictability and
high performance for a wide range of applications. Data accessed throughout the execution of the application
or with high temporal locality should reside in scratchpad memory. Data structures that are larger than the
scratchpad memory size and that have temporal or spatial locality are best assigned to caches.
During the design phase of an embedded system, on-chip memory organization can be tailored to the
requirements of a given application. For example, the work of Panda et al [18] shows that significant
performance gains result from effectively partitioning on-chip memory into scratchpad RAM and cache.
Their data shows that the optimal partition varies for different procedures in the same application. Thus, it
is often the caset that a static partitioning performs suboptimally across a range of applications.
Fisher argues, on the basis of product development cycles, that processor choices in embedded systems are
usually bound six months to a year ahead of the first shipment, and that the software can change significantly
within that period [8]. Since it is hard to know the application one is customizing for, specializing memory
for a specific use may not be viable.

1.2 Our Work
One way of achieving high performance over a range of applications is to allow for some form of hardware
configurability that can be controlled in a dynamic manner. Of course, this configurability will come at
an additional hardware cost, and is only worthwhile if the gains provided by configurability exceed the
hardware cost.
We propose a methodology to improve the performance of embedded processors running data-intensive
applications by allowing embedded software to manage on-chip memory on an application-specific or task3

specific basis. We accomplish task-specific management using a new hardware mechanism we term column
caching [4]. Column caching provides software control as to where items are stored in a cache. In our
reference implementation each column can be viewed as one “way” or bank of an n-way set-associative
cache. Program data structures are placed within a specified set of cache columns so as to avoid conflicts
with other cached items. By exclusively allocating a region of memory to an equal-sized region of cache,
columns may also be used as scratchpad memory.
Column caches provide a mechanism by which on-chip memory can be optimally partitioned into scratchpad memory and cache for each application, or each task within an application. Column caching can both
provide predictability for time-critical parts of a real-time application and improve performance. Determining the appropriate mapping of program data structures to cache or scratchpad RAM, or more generally, to
different columns in the column cache requires program analysis. We present techniques to automatically
map program data structures to a column cache; these techniques, when implemented in the front-end of
a compiler, can achieve significant improvements in performance for embedded software kernels because
on-chip memory is utilized more effectively.

1.3 Organization of the paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe column caching in Section 2. We
describe our data layout algorithm to exploit the control provided by the column caching mechanism in
Section 3. Experimental results are presented in Section 4, and related work is discussed in Section 5.
Conclusions and ongoing work are the subject of Section 6.

2 Column Caching
Standard caches treat all cached memory locations the same. In a set-assocative cache the same replacement
algorithm is applied to all memory accesses and the replaced cache-line is always selected from the entire
set. Thus, the cache is seen as a single entity to the hardware.
Column caching allows software to map specific data1 to specific regions of the cache. Column caching
conceptually partitions the cache into columns that can then be assigned to cache data that satisfies some criteria. Careful mapping can reduce or eliminate some replacement errors, resulting in improved performance.
In addition, column caching enables a cache to emulate scratchpad memory, separate spatial/temporal
1 We will use the term data to mean either instructions or data.
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Figure 2: Basic Column Caching. Three modifications to a set-associative cache, denoted by dotted lines
in the figure, are necessary: (i) augmented TLB to hold mapping information, (ii) modified replacement unit
that uses mapping information and (iii) a path between the TLB and the replacement unit that carries that
information.
caches, a separate prefetch buffer, separate write buffers and other traditional, statically-partitioned structures within the general cache.

2.1 Implementation
The simplest implementation of column caching is derived from a set-assocative cache where lower-order
bits are used to select a set of cache-lines which are then associatively searched for the desired data. If the
data is not found (a cache miss), the replacement algorithm selects a cache-line from the selected set.
During lookup, a column cache behaves exactly as a standard set-assocative cache and thus incurs no
performance penalty on a cache hit. Rather than allowing the replacement algorithm to always select from
any cache-line in the set, however, column caching provides the ability to restrict the replacement algorithm
to certain columns. Each column is one “way”, or bank, of the n-way set-associative cache (Figure 2). A bit
vector specifying the permissible set of columns is generated and passed to the replacement unit.
By mapping all regions of memory across all columns, the cache becomes a normal set-associative cache.
By aggregating columns into partitions, we can provide set-associativity within partitions as well as increase
the size of partitions. Since every cache-line in the set is searched during every access, repartitioning is
graceful; if data is moved from one column to another (but always in the same set), the associative search
will still find the data in the new location. A memory location can be cached in one column during one
5

cycle, then re-mapped to another column on the next cycle. The cached data will not move to the new
column instantaneously, but will remain in the old column until it is replaced. Once removed from the
cache, it will be cached in a column to which it is mapped the next time it is accessed.
Column caching is implemented via three small modifications to a set-associative cache (Figure 2). The
TLB must be modified to store the mapping information. The replacement unit must be modified to respect
TLB-generated restrictions of replacement cache-line selection. A path to carry the mapping information
from the TLB to the replacement unit must be provided. Similar control over the cache already exists for
uncached data, since the cached/uncached bit resides in the TLB.

2.2 Partitioning and Repartitioning
Implementation is greatly simplified if the minimum mapping granularity is a page, since existing virtual
memory translation mechanisms including the ubiquitous translation-look-aside-buffers (TLB) can be used
to store mapping information that will be passed to the replacement unit. TLB’s, accessed every memory
reference, are designed to be fast in order to minimize physical cache access time. Partitioning is supported
by simply adding column caching mapping entries to the TLB data structures and providing a data path from
those entries to the modified replacement unit. Therefore, in order to remap pages to columns, access to the
page table entries is required.
Mapping a page to a cache partition represented by a bit vector is a two phase process. Pages are mapped
to a tint rather than to a bit vector directly. A tint is a virtual grouping of address spaces. For example, an
entire streaming data structure could be mapped to a single tint, or all streaming data structures could be
mapped to a single tint, or just the first page of several data structures could be mapped to a single tint. Tints
are independently mapped to a set of columns, represented by a bit vector; such mappings can be changed
quickly. Thus, tints, rather than bit vectors, are stored in page table entries.
The tint level-of-indirection is introduced (i) to isolate the user from machine-specific information such
as the number of columns or the number of levels of the memory hierarchy and (ii) to make re-mapping
easier. The second reason is illustrated in Figure 3. If a region’s tint is changed (re-tinted), each page table
entry of that region needs to be updated and any corresponding TLB’s either updated or flushed. Re-tinting
should occur very infrequently compared to remapping tints to bit-vectors.

2.3 Using Columns As Scratchpad Memory
Column caching can emulate scratchpad memory within the cache by dedicating a region of cache equal in
size to a region of memory. No other memory regions are mapped to the same region of cache. Since there
6
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Figure 3: Usefulness of Tints. An example that demonstrates the advantage of storing tints instead of bit
vectors in the page table entries. In the first example, where we store raw bit vectors in page table entries,
in order to remap page 0 to use its own column and the rest of the pages to use the remaining columns, we
need to change all page table entries. In the second example, using tints, only one tint and two tint/bit-vector
table entries need to be changed. All pages start with the default tint, red. In order to give one page its own
column, that page’s tint is changed to blue. Tint blue corresponds to a bit vector that specifies that page to
be cached in the second column. Tint red’s bit vector is changed to remove the second column as a possible
replacement column. The TLB entries for all former tint red pages must be flushed or modified in place to
reflect the new bit vector.
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is a one-to-one mapping, once the data is brought into the cache it will remain there. In order to guarantee
performance, software can perform a load on all cache-lines of data when remapping as is required with a
dedicated SRAM. That memory region then behaves like a scratchpad memory.

2.4 Impact of Column Caching on Clock Cycle
The modifications required for column caching are limited to the cache replacement unit which is not on the
critical path. In realistic systems, data requested from L1 cache to main memory takes at least three cycles
to return. One cycle is needed to pipeline the request to main memory, one cycle to read the data, and one
cycle to pipeline the reply. Most systems take at least several more cycles from initiation to completion of a
memory request since there are generally more pipeline stages. The exact replacement cache-line does not
need to be decided until the data returns, giving the replacement algorithm at least 3 to 5 cycles to make
a decision. Though some redesign of the TLB and replacement unit are necessary to incorporate column
caching information and replacement algorithms, such modifications are very unlikely to impact cycle time
since there is so much time available to make a decision.

3 Data Layout Algorithm
An appropriate data layout is required to maximize the advantage of enhanced cache functionality. In particular, program data structures have to be assigned to columns, or sets of columns. This assignment can be
static, i.e., made once prior to running the program, or can vary dynamically during program execution. We
will describe techniques for static data layout in this paper, and briefly outline issues involved with dynamic
data layout.

3.1 Static Data Layout
We describe our algorithm to assign program variables to columns in a column cache. The cache
composed of a set of

jc j = S .

k columns fc1 ; : : : ; c g.
k

We assume that each column

c

k

C is

is of the same size, i.e.,

k

1. Variables that are to be explicitly assign to columns are first identified. Heavily accessed scalar vari-

s ; 1  i  M and array variables as v ; 1  i  N , where the size of v is
denoted jv j. If a variable v is larger than the size of a column S , even if v is exclusively assigned, we
cannot treat it as scratchpad memory because elements of v may replace other elements of v . Thus, v
ables are denoted as

i

i

i
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i

is split into separate subarrays, each of which can fit into a column. Similarly, a set of variables can
be aggregated into a single variable which is assigned to a column cj such that

P jv j  S.
p

=1

i

i

G(V; E; W) where each vertex v corresponds to a program array variable. Given two vertices v and v , we compute a cost w(v ; v ) for each edge using the
algorithm below. This weight w(v ; v ) represents the cost of placing v and v in the same column.

2. We construct a complete undirected graph

i

i

i

j

i

j

j

i

j

These weights are computed using the algorithm described in Section 3.1.1.

: V ! C where C is the set of columns in the
Each variable is assigned to exactly one column c 2 C . 2 We do this such that the

3. We determine a mapping of vertices in G, namely M
column cache.

j

total weight W given below is minimized.

X
W = w(e )  b
jEj

j

j

where

j

=1

e =< v 1; v 2 > and b = 1 if C(v 1) = C(v 2) else b = 0.
j

j

j

j

j

j

j

This cost function simply

models the cost (relating to misses due to conflicts) of placing two variables into the same column.
Thus, this problem is similar to graph-coloring, where colors correspond to columns.3 If the graph
is k -colorable, where

k is the number of columns, then we will have a minimum-cost solution with
W = 0. However, if the graph is not k-colorable, then we still have to color the vertices of the graph
so W is minimized. It is clear that our problem is at least as hard as graph k -colorability which is
NP-complete [9]. We use a heuristic algorithm to solve our problem, described in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1

Determining Weights

We describe our method of determining the weights of edges in graph G. Our goal in determining weights
is not to measure miss rate, but to quantify the number of potential conflicts that arise when two variables
are assigned to the same column. We wish the computed weights to be accurate in a relative, rather than
absolute manner. That is, if variables vi and vj have an edge with high weight between them, and if vi and

v

k

have an edge with low weight, then placing vi and vk in the same column should produce fewer conflicts

than placing vi and vj in the same column.

We have two ways to determining weights: (i) a profile-based method and (ii) a faster, approximate
program analysis method.
2 The functionality of a column cache allows us to assign a variable to any subset of columns in

restrict ourselves to assigning variables to a single column.
3 Note that while G is a complete graph, prior to coloring, we will delete all zero-weight edges.
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C

. But for the purposes of this paper, we will

In our profile-based method, we run the program on a representative data set to obtain a sequence of
variable accesses. This sequence can be used to determine the heavily-accessed scalars (Step 1 above), as
well as the number of accesses of each array variable.
The life-time of a variable is defined as the period between its definition and last use [1]. Arrays with
disjoint life-times can be placed in the same column without fear of conflict. We therefore obtain the

v we

life-time distribution of each array variable from the address sequence, i.e., for each array variable
determine I(vi ) = [firsti ;

i

last ].
Given two variables v and v , we use I(v ) and I(v ) to compute the weight of the edge w(v ; v ). If
I(v ) \ I(v ) = , then w(v ; v ) is 0. Else, we find the intersection interval where both variables are live,
namely  = [MAX(first ; first ); MIN(last ; last )]. During this interval  , we determine the
number of accesses to variable v and variable v , call them n and n , respectively. Note that it is possible
that neither of these variables is actually accessed during  . We assign the weight to be w(v ; v ) =
MIN(n ; n ). This measures the number of accesses that potentially conflict if v and v are assigned to
i

i

i

j

j

i

i

j

i

j

i;j

i

j

i

j

i;j

j

i

j

i
j

i

i;j

j
i

j

i

i
j

i

j

j

the same cache column.
The program analysis method operates on the intermediate form (IF) representation of the program used
in compilers. Using the IF representation, we determine approximate life-times of each array variable.
For each variable, we determine the number of accesses by estimating loop iteration counts and the the
probability of taking branches.

3.1.2

Column Assignment

The heuristic algorithm for column assignment we use is described here. Some recent work in exact graph
coloring has shown that if graphs are 1-perfect then one can find a minimum coloring within reasonable time
[5]. Therefore, given a graph

G, we first delete all the zero-weight edges in G.

We then find a minimum

coloring of the graph using the algorithm proposed by Coudert in [5]. If the number of colors required is
less than or equal to k , we have found a solution to our problem with

W = 0 that is clearly optimal.

We

simply assign the variables to columns based on the computed minimum coloring. This is very rare, since
there are typically many more vertices in the graph than k , and our graphs have O(V2 ) edges.

If the number of colors required is more than k , we do the following. We find the minimum-weight edge

in

G and merge the vertices that are connected by this edge.

This results in a smaller graph with one less

vertex. We run exact minimum graph coloring on this graph. Again, we check to see the number of colors
required. We stop when the number of colors required is less than or equal to k , and assign columns to
vertices by the coloring. Any merged vertices are assigned to the same column.
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3.1.3

Forcing Variables to Scratchpad Memory

v is heavily accessed through a long interval of time while other variables are also being
accessed, then the weights of edges connecting v to these other variables/vertices will all have high weight.
The graph coloring will tend to place v into its own column. If jv j  S then v has effectively been placed in
If a variable

scratchpad memory.
However, in some cases it may be beneficial to force certain variables into scratchpad memory for predictability reasons. It is easy to do this simply by pre-assigning certain variables to p columns which serve

as scratchpad memory, and reducing the number of columns from k to k ; p.

3.2 Dynamic Data Layout
Since column mappings can be changed almost instantaneously, one can perform re-assignments at any
point within an application, with minor overheads. For example, we can use the static data layout algorithm
on individual procedures or sub-procedures rather than the entire application program, and if re-assignment
of variables to columns is warranted, i.e., there is a significant performance benefit to re-assigning particular
variables, we will change the column mapping prior to executing the procedure.
Note that if procedures have disjoint sets of variables, there is no need for re-assignment, since all the
data structures can be statically mapped to columns. If procedures share variables, and the access patterns
corresponding to these shared variables change from procedure to procedure within an application, it is
worthwhile to consider remapping.

4 Experiments
This section presents experimental verification of the benefits of column caching both for a single application
as well as for a set of applications executing in a multi-tasking fashion.

4.1 Scratchpad Memory Versus Cache
We consider three main routines of an MPEG application, dequant, plus and idct, as an embedded
benchmark (we follow the example of Panda [18]). For each of these routines, the amount of memory is
fixed at 2KB and the ratio between cache and scratchpad memory is varied. There are four columns in this
cache. At one extreme, all four columns are used as a scratchpad, and at the other extreme, all four columns
used as a 4-way set-associative cache. For each routine, its performance is measured as a function of the
11

cache size. For each memory partition, the data layout algorithm was used to determine the mapping of
variables to columns.
Figures 4(a) through 4(c) show the results for each of the three routines, and Figure 4(d) is the combined
result. For two routines, dequant and plus, optimum performance is achieved simply by assigning all
data to scratchpad memory since all the heavily accessed data fits into the scratchpad, and cold misses are
avoided. When the scratchpad memory size is 0, performance degrades due to cold misses in the cache. The
opposite occurs in idct where its data structures are larger than 2KB and cannot make effective use the
scratchpad. Appropriate assignment to different cache columns, yields superior performance.
These three routines illustrate the important point that the optimum partition of scratchpad and cache
varies from procedure to procedure even within the same application. If a static partition is chosen, the
performance that can be obtained is shown in Figure 4(d) for different partitions. Column caching enables
dynamic partitioning, by allowing the remapping of variables to columns, and the performance improvement
that can be obtained by a column cache is shown in Figure 4(d).

4.2 Multitasking
Column caching enables predictable performance within a multitasking environment where multiple jobs are
executing. We consider three compression (gzip) jobs simultaneously executing on one processor and each
having access to the cache. To understand what is happening, we only present the performance measurement
of a one job in this mixture. We present the results in terms of clocks per instruction (CPI) which is inversely
corrolated with performance – a lower CPI means higher performance. Figure5, shows the variation in job
A’s CPI when the time quantum is varied. We present results for both a standard cache and a mapped column
cache. The two sets of plots correspond to different sized caches.
Consider a memory of 16K (the topmost curve). Each point in this plot was generated by choosing a time
quantum, and performing a round-robin schedule of the three jobs, A, B, and C. Each job gets to use the
entire cache when it is running. There is a significant difference in the CPI for job A, as the time quantum
varies. This variation is caused mainly by the cache hit rate for job A being affected by intervening cache
accesses due to jobs B and C. The number of such accesses is dependent on the time quantum. However, if
job A is assigned to its own columns in a column cache, with job B and job C sharing the rest of the cache,
then the CPI of job A is significantly less sensitive to the time quantum, as shown by the curve immediately
below (second from the top). Job A was considered critical, and it was exclusively assigned a large fraction
of the cache, hence the hit rate for job A is higher. Therefore, the CPI is significantly smaller for small time
quanta. Of course when the time quantum is really large, we effectively have batch processing and the CPI’s
12
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Figure 5: Column caching can significantly improve performance as well as reduce performance variation
with varying time quanta.
are virtually the same for the top two plots.
If a smaller fraction of the cache is assigned to job A, job A’s performance would degrade; however,
the performance variation would not increase. Similarly if the cache size is increased, the CPI’s become
smaller, but the performance variation for the mapped column cache is very small, as shown in the bottom
two curves.
One may argue that the time quantum could be fixed for predictability, but in reality due to interrupts
and exceptions the effective time quantum can vary significantly during the time that a job is running simultaneously with other jobs. Thus, column caching can improve performance of a critical job as well as
significantly reduce performance variation in the presence of interrupts or varying time quanta.

5 Related Work
5.1 Cache Mechanisms
The idea of statically-partitioned caches has been around for a long time. The most common example are
separate instruction and data caches. Some existing and proposed architectures support a pair of caches, one
14

for spatial locality and one for temporal locality [21, 23, 12, 2, 15, 7]. These designs statically separate the
two caches in hardware, generally wasting resources since the partition is rarely exactly correct.
Sun Microsystems Corporation holds a patent on a mechanism [17] very similar to column caching that
allows partitioning of a cache between processes at cache column granularity. As part of a process state, a
bit mask is specified that indicates which columns can be replaced by that process. The Sun technique is
limited to partitioning between processes and does not address other criteria such as memory address ranges,
memory operations and memory operation addresses.
Page coloring refers to intelligent mapping of virtual pages to physical pages to reduce conflicts in a
direct-mapped cache and thus offers a limited sub-set of column caching abilities. Page coloring does not
require any special hardware support beyond the address translation found in virtually all general-purpose
processors. Column caching provides much of the same functionality as page coloring, but eliminates the
limitations of page coloring. For example, page coloring requires a memory copy to remap a region of
memory to a new region of the cache, while column caching can do common remappings almost instantanously. Column caching also works well with set-associative caches, where page coloring potentially wastes
a significant amount of space.
The Impulse [3] project proposes something very similar to remapping addresses, but within the memory
controller rather than the cache. By changing mappings within the memory controller, non-contiguous data
can be packed into a contiguous region of memory before being sent over the bus, thus saving bandwidth.
The modifications were proposed to be made within the memory controller in order to avoid any changes the
the processor. A major disadvantage of such a scheme is that the software must be aware of the remapping,
which is difficult and thus would make such remappings infrequent. In addition, memory controllers are
not necessary less complex than the processors they support, since they must deal with network interfaces,
a variety of peripheral interfaces, and multiple processors.

5.2 Memory Exploration in Embedded Systems
Cache memory issues have been studied in the context of embedded systems. McFarling presents techniques
of code placement in main memory to maximize instruction cache hit ratio [16, 25]. A model for partitioning
an instruction cache among multiple processes has been presented [14].
Some efforts have focused on the possibility of power reduction during memory accesses. Instruction
scheduling for power reduction in instruction caches has also been addressed [24]. The problem of mapping
set data structures used in networking applications into memory so as to reduce power consumption has also
been studied [26].
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A system-level memory exploration technique targeting ATM applications is presented in [22]. A simulationbased technique for slecting a processor and required instruction and data caches is presented in [13].
The work closest to our own is the work of Panda, Dutt and Nicolau who present techniques for partitioning on-chip memory into scratchpad memory and cache [18]. The presented algorithm assumes a
fixed amount of scratchpad memory and a fixed-size cache, identifies critical variables and assigns them to
scratchpad memory. The algorithm can be run repeatedly to find the optimum performance point. Our algorithm targets a column cache and determines a mapping of variables to columns which may end up being
used as scratchpad memory or cache or both.

6 Conclusions
The work described in this paper represents a confluence of two observations. The first observation is that
given heterogeneous applications with data streams that have significant variation in their locality properties,
it is worthwhile to provide finer software control of the cache so the cache can be used more efficiently.
To this end, we have proposed a column caching mechanism that enables cache partitioning so data with
different locality characteristics can be isolated for improved performance. The second observation is that
columns can emulate scratchpad memory which is used extensively to improve predictability in embedded
systems. A significant benefit of columns is that through the execution of a program, the data stored in
columns can explicitly managed as in a scratchpad or can be implicitly managed as in a cache.
The two observations above led us to develop a data layout algorithm for embedded software that utilizes
the features of a column cache. This algorithm assigns program data structures, i.e., memory addresses
to columns in a column cache. A column, and therefore part of a cache, may store critical data at one
point in program execution and behave like a scratchpad, and may store non-critical data and behave like an
ordinary cache at other points. This configurability results in improved performance, as evidenced by our
experimental data.
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